A model for studying the baroreflex in microgravity and hypergravity.
The study on development in altered gravity has been investigated in a wide range of animal species from a molecular level or cell culture to mammalian bodies. However development of the baroreflex has been studied in limited mammalian species even on the ground except the turtle to study diving reflex. The rat or mouse has been selectively used for studying the relationship between development of various functions and gravity especially microgravity, because of the limited body size for the loading space on the space ship, an experimental-animal most often used, and other biological characteristics. We have used the rat and rabbit for investigating the effect of microgravity on the development of the aortic baroflex. In the present paper a few results of our experiments using the rat will be shown and the appropriateness of the rat as a model system for studying the baroflex development in altered gravity will be discussed.